
City Manager Search 

Open City Hall survey 

 

The survey was open May 7-27, 2018. So far, this topic had 392 visitors and 124 responses. That's 6.2 

hours of public comment at an average of 3 minutes per response. 

Paper ballot tabulation, including from public input sessions, are included in this report. 

 

Question: 

Describe the skills and leadership qualities the ideal City Manager will have. To 
get you started, ideas may include strategic thinker, creative problem-solver, 
community commitment, integrity and someone comfortable with the public 
nature of the job. Tell us what is important to YOU. 

Answered: 109 

Skipped: 15 
 

Word Cloud associated with the responses: 

 

 

Responses to this question: 

It cannot be an internal person. Can’t be Cathy ball. She needs to go as do other. 

 

First and foremost that he/she not be a racist! Community oriented in terms of seeing his primary 

constituants are the residents and businesses of Asheville. A visionary in terms of urban planing, as 

Mayor Riley was for Charleston, who understands that destroying a city’s history and charactor will 

destroy its economic base. Sometimes less is more. 

 

Unlike Jackson, he must have LEADERSHIP skills and ability to advise and compel benevolent city council 

to address critical city needs like interior streets and sidewalks, and finally demanding oversight of, and 

accountability FROM the Housing Authority of Asheville, for the protection of the TAXPAYERS who are 



forced to host way too much public housing for a city this size. The new city manager should work to 

require the Housing Authority to FUND and PROVIDE their OWN 24/7 police force in their communities, 

to relieve the APD and 

 

All of the above plus a positive track record. 

 

Optimistic, encouraging, fair, approachable, a great listener, ability to create and carry out process, 

strategic thinker, visionary, respectful 

 

Track record of honesty and integrity, highly skilled and creativly motivating. Educated. 

 

someone how understands the history of the city and surrounding areas, and understands the current 

realities clearly 

 

The ideal candidate should value transparency in city operations. Understanding that while a great deal 

of city income comes from tourism, they should put a priority on preserving the natural beauty and 

resources of Asheville for the citizens of Asheville. While tourism allows Asheville to thrive, it should not 

be the driver of our development. They should look for creative solutions for dealing with shortages of 

affordable housing, racial disparity in housing and education, and the strain placed on our infrastructure 

by a surge in population growth. 

 

Forward-thinking about what the Ciry will need in 20 years and being able to move the departments and 

staff toward that future; person needs to integrative and understand that all departments need to 

ubderstand what each other does and how their work relates to others; should be trustworthy and 

supportive of staff; adjusts well to change; cares about the natural and human environment and 

demonstrates via past work; is creative in solving challenges 

 

Financial management background, and a City Council that will do their job of oversight. 

 

Should be kind and understand the needs of the people. Everything is not always black and white. Be 

flexible and kind of heart 

 

Commitment to racial equity, experience with working with communities of color, willingness to 

prioritize quality of life for residents of Asheville including access to REAL affordable housing (not just 

developers creating "affordable" quotas that expire after 5 years) 



 

The new manager must not be a racist, and must prove that he/she understands that the job is to 

manage, NOT remake the city according to some unlterior plan. 

 

Honesty would be a start. Checks and balances with monthly oversight of expenses. Not hore their 

relatives. 

 

Somebody progressive who will keep focused on the goals at hand while maintaining a commitment to 

preserving the lifestyles and community that make Asheville a great place to live. Also committed to 

increasing walkability and pedestrian/cyclist accessability and safety. 

 

Understanding of local politics and tourism dynamics, commitment to carbon reduction, transparency to 

the press 

 

Someone who is not corrupt and taking kick backs. A person who has people living here as the priority 

rather than tourism. can get us off this list 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/danalexander/2014/03/29/ranking-states-where-you-have-the-best-and-

worst-chance-of-achieving-the-american-dream/#298b4bb2df97 We need high tech business to attract 

young people and bring wages up. someone who believes in the keep it local idea. And everything you 

listed: strategic thinker, creative problem-solver, community commitment, integrity 

 

Over and above the skills & experience one would expect, the next manager should have experience 

with transportation infrastructure, fundraising, and community initiatives 

 

It’s important to me that the next city manager will engage with and listen to the community. This 

person should be proven to be fiscally savvy and a creative mind for funding sources. I’d really like to see 

someone who is progressive when it comes to transportation and multimodal infrastructure. Some of 

the staffers seem to be set in old ways and asheville is growing too quickly, and other cities are 

outpacing us for that to be acceptable any longer. I want someone who is paying attention to cities 

around the world and model what is working to create a community that is smart, safe and works for 

everyone. 

 

Integrity, strong supervisor/evaluator, excellent community/media skills, MPA Preferred, min of 8-10 

years experience as Public Manager (large town or city preferred, or Assistant or Dept. Hea/in complex 

city), , abi. 

 



The person should be open, vulnerable, balanced, and serious about integrity, honesty, transparency 

and accountability. The new hire will be genuinely interested and committed to a bold vision rather than 

a lifetime bureaucrat who doesn't have concrete results in making significant changes. The person 

should be an exciting option rather than someone who simply tries to meet the qualifications. The 

person's lifestyle choices should reflect their resume. 

 

Asheville needs a city manager that effectively manages the city in a professional manner with 

transparent and honest information that is delivered with integrity, and isn't prioritized through a 

"political" lens, and "pre-politicked" for Council's consumption. The manager should hold staff 

accountable to the same. Our staff should be allowed to operate at a high level of professional integrity, 

and to match the opportunity of improving Asheville in an accountable and measurable manner. 

 

Good communicator. Creative thinker. Thinks outside the box. Comfortable with pubic speaking. Win-

win approach to life and problems. Open minded, honest and authentic personality. 

 

Track record of accomplishments in a similar postion. Flexible. Comfortable in the public forum and 

willing to engage with the public. 

 

Transparency and honesty in personal and professional life is the most important. 

 

boldness, integrity, innovation, decisive, transparent, proactive, direct, creative, data-driven 

 

creativity, boldness, decisiveness, integrity, transparent, direct, tells hard truths instead of easy lies, 

proactive 

 

Integrity, honesty, and a commitment to transparency and accountability. Critical thinking and an ability 

to foresee the potential long-term results of near-term decisions and events. A proven ability to address 

issues of equity, including but not limited to racial equity, and a track record of anti-racism. Proven 

willingness and ability to collaborate with diverse individuals and community groups. Experience living in 

a tourist town that has faced gentrification -- i.e., she already has experience with the specific problems 

we are facing. (It's not necessary that she was in a position to do anything about those problems in her 

tourist city, just that she's seen and thought about it from the resident's perspective.) Someone who 

wants to spend the next couple decades living in Asheville, not just using Asheville as the next step in 

her resume. Someone who thinks the city described in our 2036 Vision is both desirable and achievable, 

and who can build good relationships with other cities that share our community values. Someone who 

understands that city government is NOT a business and should NOT be run like one; some best 

practices may carry over, but the ultimate goals are quite different. Someone who wants to serve by 



leading, not lead by serving. Most of all, she understands that her ultimate bosses will be the residents 

of Asheville and Council as their elected representatives, not the Chamber of Commerce, not the tax 

base, not the tourists, but the residents -- all the residents. And someone who looks forward to getting 

to know those bosses and working with us, not around or despite us. 

 

Public service mindset, listening skills, past experience incorporating voices of those affected by injustice 

into decision process, humility 

 

Of course those are all qualities we expect to see in a leader of a $100+M corporation with hundreds of 

employees. What I expect to see in the next City Manager is a proclivity for investing in the proper 

services and projects that will show a value to our citizenry for the taxes paid. It's time for the City of 

Asheville to practice LEAN government!!! 

 

Strong and authentic community commitment, Employee relations focused, proven record of putting 

citizens first before special interest groups (hotels) 

 

Manager should have come from a city with a strong commitment to the environment and be LEED 

certified. It would be great if they had gone through the process of building a light rail/transit project. 

 

Fiscally responsible, focus on infrastructure and maintenance, core service delivery, transformational 

leader for staff, team builder. 

 

It goes without saying the new City Manager must have all the skills listed above. I also think he/she 

should be engaged. To borrow management guru Tom Peters's phrase, the new City Manager should 

practice "management by walking around." Go out and see where the potholes are. The new manager 

should be visible at venue's other than Council meetings. 

 

The ideal City Manager would be an individual who has great ability/skill to navigate the many nuances 

of community. I.e: Someone who understands the role of government without being a tool of 

government, who is sensitive to community but doesn't over promise/operate a "buddy system" and 

most importantly, someone who understands that only in an equitable and inclusive environment do we 

all truly succeed. 

 

Supportive of City Staff across department and supervisory levels, exemplifies the Asheville Way, 

integrity, honesty, transparency, friendly, fiscally responsible. 



 

Holding people accountable - This seems to be a big issue with the past City Manager and across many 

departments within the city. Cost overruns on capital projects, poor follow-thru with neighborhoods, 

tranparency with APD situation, etc. The City Manager needs to hold people accountable to 

performance expectations and take action when not met. Needs to be able to communicate effectively 

with Raleigh and build the relationship to benefit Asheville. 

 

Commitment to the citizens of the City. Overseeing all City Dept's for effectiveness and oversight into 

practices and procedures meeting guidelines and standards. 

 

Experience managing similar size budget and staff where they are responsible for the budget and staff 

and safety. Solid focus on staff development for employees of the City of Asheville. Proven ability to 

build coalitions with partner organizations and businesses within Asheville. 

 

Keep residents in mind! Project management experience, Focuses on the ENTIRE city, not just 

downtown, 

 

strategiv thinker, community involvement with all; not just those who can get them somewhere, 

comfortable with good and bad news 

 

It's critical that this individual have a diverse background in small, large and medium cities and can relate 

thoses experiences to Asheville and the surrounding communities. Further its very important that thie 

selectee be williing eveen passionate about inclusive problem solving wiith community representation. 

Key skills are a visionary approach to development and growth, team building, transparency and 

consensus building 

 

I would like to hear Gary's ideas about what qualities are required. I think there needs to be a very close 

working relationship with Police, Fire and City services. I think the individual needs to come from a 

community that closely mirrors Asheville and has to deal with the growth we are facing. 

 

The City Manager should be someone who is not afraid to take bold action. Important skills and 

leadership qualities include: 1) sensitivity to the existence of institutional racism and the need to actively 

address this, especially but not exclusively in the APD. This requires becoming familiar with the City's 

history (in past decades) of racial injustice, particularly in the breaking up of historically black 

neighborhoods and in the way in which school integration occurred. 2) a strong customer service 

orientation together with the skill needed to positively implement a culture of customer service within 



City government (knocking heads when necessary); 3) an orientation toward problem-solving, which 

means first and formost not sweeping problems under the rug in order to not create political waves and, 

also, importantly, being skilled at achieving win-win outcomes. Beyond this, it is important for the City 

Manager through their leadership to create a culture of win-win problem solving within all City 

departments. Incredibly important is that the new City Manager should not be a "survivor;" their first 

priority should be making forward-looking policy decisions and serving the citizens of Asheville, not 

being focused on keeping members of City Council happy. 

 

Asheville's next City Manager needs to be vested in the community, and not an outsider like the last 

three. 

 

A strong communicator who knows how to explain to the staff what is expected, where we are going, 

and how we will get there. We need a person who will provide bold leadership and oversight of 

departments as well as being able to communicate to elected officials and the community. 

 

Be frank and be to the point. Be willing to tell City Council the truth as to what is and is not a municipal 

function of local government. 

 

It's important to me that a City Manager have a good understanding of the need for development to 

build the tax base. 

 

Commitment to employees welfare. work with City Council and community BUT not just do their beck 

and call. 

 

The CM needs to be able to facilitate communication between departments. The CM needs to be able to 

handle conflict and not run away from it. 

 

A successful City Manager should be comfortable with delegation, able to think outside the box and 

allow technically inclined staff to run with possible solutions to problems. 

 

Someone who is not afraid to communicate and will actaully listen and consider before making policy 

and taking action; and actions need to happen. 

 

Critical Thinker, Non-reactive, Inquisitive, Compassionate, Pragmatic visionary, Honest 



 

Community focused, equity driven, detail focused, timely and rational demeanor and response 

 

Forward thinking, dynamic, empathetic, understands and values all functions/roles of city staff, 

supportive, positive, creative problem solver 

 

Intergrity, great listener, strong communication skills, problem solver, cares about the employees from 

the top to the bottom 

 

Decision maker. Forward thinking. Does not cover up mistakes made by staff but addresses them and 

seeks to correct them.Treats staff equally without worrying about if it is politically correct. In other 

words hold EVERYONE accountable on their staff. Be fiscally conservative, not wasting $ on politically 

correct topics of the day. Choose the individual based on experience not color or gender. Someone who 

is accountable and honest. 

 

Vision with integrity. Experienced without a hidden agenda. 

 

Outgoing, Friendly, Approachable, Confident but not arrogant, Knowledge of City Government, Doesn't 

get in the weeds of operations (trusts employees to do their jobs), Ethical without pushing personal 

agendas, Brings back Microsoft Office Suite 

 

Most important is a city manager who understands diversity in the community as well as within the 

employee makeup. The next City Manager needs to champion a non discrimination policy concerning 

people or employees with disabilities and not make them feel ostracised because of resonanble 

accommodation needs. It is the law and the city should follow it. The next City Manager needs to have a 

strong backbone and sense of what is right and wrong. It would also be helpful to be committed to the 

community and be able to accept ideas or solutions that present a different take on their ideas. 

 

Primarily the abilities to manage and direct, to be a link between city staff/employees and elected 

officials. A recognition of the importance of transparency and citizen confidence in city government. 

 

Besides the obvious attributes, it would be great to have a manager who appreciates and works with 

citizen groups and non profits. Mr. Jackson was horrible at this and actually seemed to resent these 

groups. 

 



Complaint handler for getting employees moving. 

 

To be fair to employees 

 

Honesty, transparency, strong financial and analytical skills, good people skills, creative problem-solving, 

ability to understand, assess and support agendas that benefit all city residents, determine whether 

current resources are being spent wisely 

 

Uncorruptible. Non-nepostistic. Assailable with facts, unprotected from public scrutiny. Open to contact 

from, and willing to discuss issues with, all residents. Someone who won't make back-alley deals 

overruled by the court (e.g. Parkside). 

 

Genuinely prioritizes Asheville's environmental and social-equity values -- doesn't just give them lip 

service while actually putting economic development always first. Needs to be able to find common 

ground and "win-win" solutions among many different factions, with emphasis on understanding and 

implementing our new Comprehensive Plan. Don't run our town like a business you've been hired to 

make profitable -- serve it like a community you've been invited to join. 

 

The next Asheville City Manager must have a deep commitment to equity and inclusion, to transparency 

and the principles of open government, and to public accountability for all departments at all times, all 

of which are in line with current City policy. In addition, we need to change the way the City works with 

the community - Asheville needs to join other leading cities, both in the U.S. and abroad, in fully 

embracing the imperative to build solutions with, not for the community. To enable this, Asheville’s 

government must learn to operate with full transparency, allowing processes to unfold publicly, rather 

than simply presenting results formulated by staff behind closed doors. This is consistent with City 

policy, but also aligns with best practices established by organizations like What Works Cities in their 

work with cities across the U.S. The change will not be easy - these new models of engagement are 

unfamiliar and uncomfortable. To lead the change, the next City Manager will need to play a strong 

leadership role. She or he will need both to hold staff accountable and to give them strong support 

through the inevitable bumps in the road and resistance from within and without. It will require a solid 

understanding of change management, excellent communication and listening skills, comfort with 

constructive conflict, and a willingness to engage directly with all of our citizens to understand the 

challenges they face. 

 

Honest accountability and priority to communities of color and displaced families/communities, 

accountability/support to POC owned businesses and entrepreneurs, complex understanding of food 

security and access issues, committed and able to take on housing/homelessness without 



dehumanizing/removing, focused on police accountability/will not advocate for any additional funding 

to the police 

 

A strong focus on every the well being of the citizens of Asheville. Someone who can understand new 

technologies. 

 

honest, humble, hard working, open minded, fair and a good listener 

 

*Forward thinking and willing to adopt new technological solutions 

 

The City Manager must listen well and,yes, be a creative and thoughtful problem-solver but with 

solutions that are based in meeting the community's needs first and foremost. They need to be open to 

all and good at working with the community and, of course, the City staff. They need to know and 

understand Asheville's history, culture, pressures, potential and prioritize the needs of its citizens above 

all else. In the spirit of equity they also need to realize that Asheville's successes do not reach all of its 

citizens, and may never, so how we balance the City's desires for growth and the impacts on particularly 

it's middle to lower income residents should be a priority. 

 

A new city manager should be forward thinking and excited to adopt new technologies.The new City 

Manager should be committed to equity and fair treatment of both the public and employees. While the 

City Manager should of course care about the public and trying to make the city serve them in the best 

possible way, the City Manager also must have good leadership and ability to direct the organization in a 

way that supports employees and makes them feel appreciated. I feel the City Manager needs to insist 

upon fair salaries for employees - in many departments, salaries are WAY below private sector, and 

while no city employee is working for the city trying to get rich, compensation needs to be better to 

attract and retain the best candidates, and jobs need to be FAIRLY assessed and classified. There are 

many positions described as less than what they actually are, and it can appear that only those with 

favorable social relations with HR are able to get their positions reclassified... Integrity is very important 

on the part of a City Manager. I do not care as much if they are a "polished" public speaker - we could do 

with less "smarmy" politicians, I'd rather have someone who tells it like it is. 

 

Someone who has a corporate background and understands current development and business 

strategies and the skillsets associated with them; should have a high technical aptitude 

 

Integrity, self thinker, able to take positive and negative criticism. Follows the law and policy 

 



Someone with a strong community focus and developed equity lens, excellent team building skills, 

experience implementing creative and progressive solutions, someone who values community partners, 

someone who is both fiscally responsible and courageous. 

 

Great listener, collaborative, excellent communicator, open minded, receptive to the needs of the 

community, a partner with City council, and someone who allows staff to lead without micromanaging 

their activities. An experienced manager who understand Asheville and the unique qualities we face: 

gentrification, influx of new residents, transportation challenges, lack of affordable housing, and a 

growth and development. 

 

The ability to establish a healthy culture for staff that promotes team work among departments and 

works to shift the tendency to work in silos. Someone who can set clear expectations, communicate in a 

health way and build relationships and trust with staff. Setting a cohesive vision for the city is imperative 

- obviously will have to be guided by Council, but within Council's guidance the CM has a lot of influence 

on that vision. A grounded personality that will not ambush staff. 

 

Someone with Integrity (i.e. not corrupt) someone who cares about the working poor over the white 

filthy rich, someone who will flush out the garbage in the chamber of commerce, someone who is willing 

to challenge the status quo around social justice, (i.e. be a checks and balances for our police force 

which has demonstrated deep racist problems). Someone who will champion for civil liberties/women's 

rights, how we treat the environment (how much trash we produce, how much farming is happening, 

protecting watershed, eliminating fluoride in drinking water, humanure system for our poop to 

eliminate the cities archaic plan to put poop in drinking water and accidentally leak blackwater in our 

French Broad, or burning poop, or maintaining a "sludge pond") someone who cares and comprehends 

the need to rebuild so much topsoil lost, someone who cares about a walkable, bikeable, publically 

transportable asheville, who cares about edible parks, the homeless, someone who will demand for a 

living wage...someone who will be making Asheville residents a priority over tourists, someone who 

cares about the injustices/abuses in our city courts and will stand up for the victims. someone who 

realizes the exponential growth of capitalism is destroying our communities and our very environment 

we need to live. Someone with a brain - a critical thinker. Someone like Van Jones. 

 

primarily to assure efficient, effective and economical basic services to residents 

 

Strategic thinker and creative problem solver are good qualities, sure. Besides expertise in municipal 

government, I'd like to see a City Manager who is outgoing in the community and with staff. I know the 

public nature of this job can be wearing. But we need someone visible, in a positive way. Someone that 

connects with staff and the community. Also someone who will push back when Council has unrealistic 

expectations. 

 



We are at a critical juncture. In the 80s, the city government led the way towards a revitalized Asheville 

by making civic investments in sidewalks, downtown parks, civic buildings, parking garages, and support 

for liquor by the drink, sidewalk dining, and urban density. They got things done and jump-started our 

current ascension among the ranks of livable cities. In response to the city’s leadership, for the last 25 

years the private sector has taken the lead in giving us the well-regarded city we have today. But for 

many years the city government has been falling behind in performing its duties: maintaining public 

spaces, streets, parks, and sidewalks and making necessary investments in infrastructure to keep pace 

with our City’s growth. A good example of this failure is contained in the City’s own February 2017 

parking study when numbers of city provided parking spaces for comparable cities are extracted: 

Charleston,SC - 8,941 spaces; Roanoke, VA - 8,194 spaces; Knoxville, TN - 8,162 spaces; Savannah,GA - 

7,048 spaces; Greenville,SC - 6,226 spaces; Chattanooga,TN - 4,506 spaces; Spartanburg, SC - 3,559 

spaces; Asheville - 2,299 spaces. People blame tourism for the overcrowded sidewalks, traffic, and lack 

of parking downtown but with adequate off-street parking we could remove the parallel parking spots, 

allow traffic to flow more smoothly, sidewalks to be widened by 4 to 6 ft, and add bike lanes. Local 

people would feel welcome downtown again. Even when the two new County garages are added 

Asheville is still in last place behind much less busy downtowns. Other examples which would not occur 

if we were a well-managed city.*see footnote The Mayor, Council, and staff clearly care about our city. 

The problem is not with the quality of the city staff. I've had the opportunity to work with assistant city 

managers, department heads, and staff members in many of the departments. Most of our city staff is 

talented, dedicated, and conscientious. The problem is and has been that there appears to be no 

powerful, unifying vision at the top and no, or insufficient, coordination and communication between 

departments. Each department seems to operate in a silo, focusing narrowly on its particular mission 

without regard to how its performance within its silo sabotages the presumed goal of making Asheville a 

great city. There seems to be a long entrenched culture of “the answer is no, what was that question 

again?”. Helping the community achieve its goals is a distant second to generating money in fees, 

pushing costs onto users, and rigidly, but somehow also inconsistently, applying department rules, 

regardless of the impact on the big picture. All of this starts at the top with the culture of our city 

government. As opposed to having a “can do”, “how can we help”, proactive approach to performing 

the city’s municipal responsibilities, pressure and inaction from the top has generated the departmental 

silos and “keep your head below the top of the foxhole” approach which has resulted in years of 

inaction when action has been required. For our new City Manager we need an energizing, unifying and 

courageous leader who rewards initiative, champions innovation, and takes the lead in both getting 

things done and sharing with staff a passionate belief in our city’s ability to be a model for the rest of the 

country. Footnote: * bad or missing sidewalks; the “pit of despair” (15 years and ongoing); Lee Walker 

Heights renovation plan on a key 11-16 acre site walkable to both the hospital and downtown (low 

density/low # of affordable units in a city starved for housing); LUIG (passed in 2010 –ZERO? 1? 2? 

projects incentivized); bumper-to-bumper traffic pulling into and out of the Civic Center Garage into 

bumper-to-bumper traffic for 17+ years (and counting) with no “Garage Full” sign at the corner of 

Vanderbilt Place; flawed gravel lot ordinance passed to alleviate downtown parking shortage and 9 

months later – no new lots; the City-sabotaged BID after 4 years of citizen/staff work; the Greenlife/Reid 

Thompson problem on Maxwell St allowed to continue for 15 years; the RAD/greenway plan $26M/50% 

over budget; the McK / PIP workforce /affordable/ market apartment project on Biltmore abandoned 

for lack of city support; the illegible Civic Center marquee with no legible 2 week B&W calendar 

interspersed among the unreadable slides; the unusable search function on the city’s website –search 



for example for “city manager survey”, or “street trees for downtown”, or “bus schedule”, or “key 

pedestrian streets”; streets full of potholes; etc. 

 

A demonstrated leadership style that includes: asking tough questions, really listening, challenging the 

status quo, being willing to shake things up to achieve substantive improvement, not just window-

dressing. 

 

Someone that is fair, approachable, and must have integrity! 

 

community commitment, sustainability and equity mindset 

 

Commitment to the neediest communities in Asheville, we need a champion for the people who are left 

behind in all this growth. Someone who will help direct our resources to positively helping the poorest 

among us not the rich. 

 

Well informed, equitable, environmentalist, integrity 

 

Integrity, supportive leader, creative, physically active, dynamic speaker, strategic thinker 

 

Someone with Integrity, focused on the city and it's residents. The City Manager should be willing to 

listen and approachable, not arrogant. They should be focused on running the City and not the Police 

Department. A City Manager is not experienced in Law enforcement and should stay out of Police 

business. There is too many other issues that need attention in this city. 

 

Strategic Thinker-w/ skill meshing strategic operational. 

 

Strategic Thinker, with skill meshing and strategic operational plans, - Experience developing and 

supporting a performance management culture, - Community involvement, - Strong communicator, of 

boards and (rotating),- Skilled developing staff and rising leaders, capacity building and sucession 

planning, at least annually , pull staff together, be committed to open data and transparancy, be visible. 

 

Someone that can clearly understand and communicate capacity realities, limitations to help the city 

council and the community prioritize. The city / staff can't do the things we need to do well when 



spreaded out with projects and priorities. The City Manager needs to be direct and up front to tell it like 

itis 

 

He is to force tough decisions making when necessary 

 

I would like to see the focus of teh City Manager be more on taking care of the community taht exist, 

not continuing to parden to tourism and development. Employees need to be able to maintain and 

protect the investments thay have in the community and have the support of their employers. Some 

departments divisions are under staffed and under p[aid still and employee morale is very poor,. Filling 

vacanies faster, especially at Department Head level would be helpful. 

 

We need someone that will lookout for ALL the communities throughout Asheville, meaning the low 

income areas as well as the high income ones, we also need someone that has Asheville in its heart and 

was born and raised in the area. 

 

We need a change agent, with experience reorganizing and making more efficient. Time for someone to 

bring our City into modern area. Change will not be easy, so this hire is not a personality contest but 

based on who has the experience and vision to lead us forward. 

 

The City Manager should have the will power to take a stand against the largest and most powerful 

influences in Asheville if necessary to support those with the least power. Lots of people will consider 

equity, they will work for marginalized communities, they will seek empowerment for brown and black 

communities, but the City Manager needs to also be able to stand against those powerful forces that 

don't choose to commit to equity. 

 

Our next City manager has to be someone who understands the concept of 21st Century Government - 

namely, that our government works better when they build with, not for, the citizens they serve. We 

need to rethink our City structure and processes to involve members of the community early and 

throughout the process, regardless of the issue. The days of "staff knows best" and "we'll ask the 

community for their opinion after we figure it out" are over - we need a forward thinker, someone who 

is ready to roll up their sleeves and help our City tackle our most difficult challenges around equity, 

policing, homelessness, and housing. 

 

To hear and represent the voices and needs of all the citizens of asheville not just the business owners 

and folks with money and power. 

 



we need a teambuilder. someone who cares about employees and citizens who have invested in the 

community. someone who will stop selling the city out to tourists and developers who don't care and 

don't have years and generations invested here. help citizens protect and maintain their investments. 

give a damn about this community. preserve our environmental resources. 

 

Excellent listener, decisive after comprehensive info-gathering; creative problem-solver; alert and 

responsive to concerns of ALL community groups; sensitive to range of impacts of decisions; skilled in 

collegial management 

 

Good listener; flexible with respect to changing policy direction from City Council; willing to engage 

frequently and publicly directly with citizens; conscious of the inevitable danger of abuse of power 

 

i would like to see a city Manager who is connected to the community and staff in a personal way 

(positive). who has the magic talent of being able to bring all people together with a shared vision. 

Someone who inspires people to work hard. 

 

Community oriented; Team Focused; Able and willing to say no; Make tough decisions; Trusting with 

staff; Engaging with diverse ideas and viewpoints. Noorth Carolina Municiplal Management experiance; 

Foundational knowledge in Government budgeting. 

 

Able to make recommendations to City Council that are realistic and withun the realm of possibilities for 

City staff; Dosen't over deliver if they knew something is a stretch; Able to stand up tp Council( not be a 

doormat); Able to hear and understand concerns from all stakeholder groups in the community; Spend 

time in the community/ get the pulse :Boots on the Ground"; Balanced of detailed oriented and Big-

picture thinker (But can ERR on side of big picture especially if assistance is detailed oriented); Inspires 

emplyees and community members to pursue innovative solutions to community issues. Good public 

speaker; Invested in Spirit of Asheville. 

 

Strong Public communication skills 

 

Sustainability; Leader in renewable energy; Tech Savvy; Tjhink outside of the box or outside system 

thinker; Not a "we've always done it this way" ; Able to lead change and proven experience; Recogniozes 

successes to build on them; Open and Transparent; Pushes staff to be more; Ends waste; Financial ; 

Enviromental. 

 



I would love to see a City manager with a strong sense of fiscal responsibility. The city has been in the 

habit of saying "yes" and it has made tough budget discussions. I also really want to see someone who 

strongly supports accountabilty from the top to the bottom; Someone who isn't afarid to admit mistakes 

and fix them and holds Departments responsible for the problems and work with them for mprovement. 

 

 

 

Question: 

The City Manager will work closely with the City departments as well as the 
community. List groups, teams and organizations with which the City Manager 
should connect. 

Answered: 96 

Skipped: 28 
 

Word Cloud associated with the responses: 

 

 

Responses to this question: 

 

The unelected strong manager needs to have much more accountability to citizens - all citizens including 

the suburbs and minority. I would like to see a full-time paid mayor so we don’t have to rely totally on 

an unelected, unaccountabile city manager. 

 

We need a new city manager with a backbone and the ability, and conviction, to compel city council to 

do things they might not want to do! They need reigning in, in a BIG way to overcome elected criminal 

status. 

 

All of the usual departments like in other similar communities. 

 

Elected officials, City and County employees, Civic groups ( Downtown Association), community groups 

(neighborhood associations), the general public 



 

Beloved Asheville, Our Voice, Service worker alliance, home owners. 

 

surj, wncha, amos, schools, hospitality guild, 

 

This question assumes that the average Asheville citizen can list multiple groups, teams, and 

organizations currently operating in Asheville. This is a question for insiders, and makes me wonder how 

much the survey writers value the input of the average citizen. The City Manager should be eager and 

capable of working with ALL groups, teams, organizations and departments within the city. 

 

Planning and development, sustainability, riverfront development, transportation 

 

Whoever her oversight providers in the City Council tell her to. 

 

Beloved, Homeward Bound, Haywood St Congregation, Black Lives Matter, Green Opportunities, 

Tranzmission, Asheville City Schools Foundation and the new Director of Equity 

 

The manager must work with the community, not against it. That means regular communications with 

community groups and individuals outside of local government. Secret meetings with lobbyists and 

those seeking special favors - developers and such - should be forbidden. All meetings with the manager 

should be "in the sunshine." 

 

Veterans, Homeless shelters, Downtown Womens' Association. 

 

Environmental/greenway projects. 

 

Appalachian Sustainable Agriculture Project, Mountain Bizworks, Asheville Grown Business Alliance 

 

Poor Peoples campaign. Our Voice. 

 

Create an open door policy with regular access hours & invite everyone 



 

Asheville on bikes. 

 

Chamber, Land-of-Sky Regional Council, United Way, RiverLink, CIBO, minority organizations, CAN, WNC 

City & County Managers, etc. 

 

The new City Manager should feel comfortable with all staff and all members of the public and should 

be more interested in others than in themselves. Too many so-called "leaders" have ego problems, 

which leads to corruption and failure. (Here's an indicator: If the person talks about themselves a lot or 

talks about how they are a "leader" you know you have the wrong candidate. Leaders guide by example, 

not by talking about themselves.) 

 

I don't quite understand why this should be listed? Isn't this why we have elected officials? And 

shouldn't the responsibility of our elected legislators to encourage (and expect) representation? There 

are plenty of citizens that are under-represented, hence we vote in elected represented. Asheville has a 

bad habit of allowing a vocal minority drive the situation with them bringing solutions to the table. 

Frequently, they extort the situation without a spirit of compromise, civics, and balance. We need to 

look no further than the Pit of Despair to see a destructive process that results in no filter of the 

community debate. The City Manager should encourage the professional staff to get feedback from the 

community in advance of the presentation of ideas (solutions), and Council needs to modify the process 

to set goals and expectations prior to recommendations by staff. If Staff isn't capable of bringing 

solutions that can advance our community to the table, then hold the City Manager accountable to get 

staff trained, get proper consulting, or hire the right professionals on staff. For communities that are 

traditionally under-represented (African Americans, Latino, the poor, etc.), they need to be brought into 

the conversation at the beginning of the process. We have a diversity officer on staff that should be 

working internally to ensure outreach. If it isn't happening, then we know where the failure exists and 

the Manager should hold that team accountable. Council needs to focus on their role, which is that you 

are a legislative body. Your Manager needs to manage, and offer best practices in management AND get 

things DONE. Think of Asheville like you'd think of any system that is expensive and needs to get things 

accomplished. Would you expect Amazon or Tops For Shoes, to have a 13 year conversation on the Pit 

of Despair or 10 years to talk about the next parking garage, or 15 years to talk about a BID without 

funding it? Of course not! And our management system shouldn't facilitate the same. ... There needs to 

be more than 2 questions for this hire. This is THE most important position in the City. The CEO of our 

community, if you will. How about ideas of Cities that have effective management? Could we suggest 

models? Could Council list a few as well? Why re-invent the process? Why not talk about our failures in 

an open manner, so we can learn from them? How about asking citizens for examples of our successes 

and failures? Let's name our problems so we can stop repeating them, and let's be honest and 

transparent with ourselves. We have a great city, and we have problems. We need to be solutions 

oriented, and capitalize on correcting problems and our challenges. We will not be perfect, but we need 

to have a culture of adapting to improving our community. 



 

DOT, city planners, awareness of infrastructure, public transit, Police and Sheriff's Departments, 

Chamber of Commerce, Community Centers, etc. 

 

While the Manager should have a limited number of direct reports, he/she should connect with all 

departments from time-to-time. He/she should make opportunities to meet with Council appointed 

Commissions from tim-to-time and ensure the general public has access to him/her. 

 

Being available to individuals, civic, and governmmental groups of all types. 

 

developers, downtown association, asheville design center 

 

asheville design center, downtown association 

 

All the ones NOT on other respondents' lists. She should never be satisfied with a pat list of 

"stakeholders", but should understand that all our residents are stakeholders in our City and should 

work to make sure we all feel listened to, respected, and valued by our local government. 

 

BeLoved, Asheville City School Foundation, CoThinkk, Faith 4 Justice 

 

Isn't this the role of the Equity Manager? 

 

Buncombe County, Asheville on Bikes, Mountain True, Public Health, UNCA, Asheville City Schools 

 

Working with all levels of staff and building trust from within is very important. I think the City Manager 

should actually develop channels for community groups to communicate with Council instead of staff. 

The organization is crippled by its inability to work together with so many special interest groups 

competing for time and money. The new Manager should put more ownership of this on Council. 

Otherwise, the new Manager and all City departments should work closer with Buncombe County for 

cost saving measures for each (transit, parking, solid waste, parks, special events, fleet maintenance, 

GIS, sustainability, purchasing/fuel, facility/land sharing, workforce development, economic 

development, etc). 

 



All of them. The new City Manager should connect with the NAACP, Chamber of Commerce, service 

clubs, C.A.N., etc. He/she might also visit the downtown churches on the days they feed the homeless. 

That would give the new City Manager some perpective on the homeless situation in Asheville and the 

contribution the faith community is making to solve it. 

 

Eagle Market Streets Development Corporation, Green Opportunities, Inc. YMI Cultural Center, Asheville 

Buncombe Institute of Parity Achievement, Building Bridges of Asheville, CoThinkk, Asheville Ministerial 

Alliance 

 

Neighborhood organizations that are recognized by the city. The City Manager should reach out to these 

organizations proactively in the 1st year to appreciate all areas of the city, not just be in the office 

downtown. 

 

Family Justice, DHHS, APD, 

 

Local businesses - large and small, locally owned and owned from abroad. Organizations representing 

local businesses such as the Chamber of Commerce. Local neighborhood organizations within the 

multiple diverse communities in Asheville. 

 

Early Childhood (Asheville Buncombe Preschool Planning Collaborative); schools, fire departments, 

 

all team/orgs other than just the mainstream, white ones 

 

Neighborhood associations....police community groups...potential developers...infrastructure 

groups....transportation groups...walablity ridablity groups 

 

All of them, not just the higher organizations. There needs to be a "grassroots" effort. 

 

Neighborhood organizations. Just Economics. The City's non-profits, especially those working for social 

justice in all its forms. 

 

The current City Managers, and many of the operational department directors hide behind a wall of 

bureaucracy. They need to be more accessible and accountable to their citizenry. 



 

All City departments and cross-departmental teams, neighborhood associations, business groups, non-

profit organizations, and other goverments. 

 

No one. The Manager can not spread themselves too thin. The Manager should direct his/her staff to 

connect to outside organizations. 

 

Economic Development Coalition, Asheville Chamber, NCDOT, 

 

They should be visible to employees, stand up to City Council, control growth of City. Stop assuming the 

citizens are always right. 

 

The City Manager should connect (at an appropriate level) with all City departments, neighborhood 

organizations, nearby governments, City Council and regional governance/planning bodies. 

 

One person can't connect with all the groups and organizations, but can direct staff to and push city 

government to truly interact and form relationships with the public and various interests. 

 

Too many to list! Search for a balance of community leader from all neighborhoods. 

 

Community Development, Business alliance groups, 

 

Snow Crews, Trash Crews, 

 

School Board, surrounding government agencies, County and City. Water authority, airport authority 

and emergency management organizations. 

 

CIBO, developers, United Way, local cities/towns/counties and elected officials, local 

universities/colleges, Chamber of Commerce, other area large employers (Mission, Biltmore, Ingles, 

Milkco, Omni Grove Park, Asheville Housing Authority, etc.) 

 



The next City Manager needs to connect with citizens; employees, community members, businesses and 

nonprofits that have interests in the community. 

 

The Parks Department could use some oversight. They dont have any departmental meetings and also 

have several communication issues 

 

Difficult to imagine a group or organization within the city that would be excluded. Add county and state 

government and elected officials. 

 

Organized Friends groups would be a great start. 

 

HRC, Streets, Storm Water 

 

Take lead on police liaison. Do not use secondary employers, Assistant City Manager 

 

Individuals or entities that can increase access to childcare childcare, access to health care, including 

mental health 

 

Coven Oldenwilde. Sanctuary City organizers/supporters. Tree Commission. Preservationists, activists. 

 

Our volunteer boards and commissions are an increasingly important point of contact between city govt. 

and residents, but often neglected by govt. Needs to take their decisions and recommendations 

seriously, interact with them regularly, and ensure that city staff assigned to them understand that they 

are not just there to throw cold water on any proposals that differ from business as usual, or to act as 

advocates for developers, hoteliers, or whatever powerful industry a given board/commission regulates. 

 

The new City Manager (and other staff) should make it a priority to build respectful, collaborative 

relationships with local advocacy groups, especially where there is significant contention (e.g., BLM, the 

NAACP, Beloved Asheville, the Racial Justice Coalition). We need to cultivate the attitude of Leslie Knope 

of Parks & Recreation: “What I hear when I’m being yelled at is people caring really loudly at me.” 

Whether we agree with them or not, whether they make it easy or not, these are among the most 

engaged people in our community and are vital partners in building a community of which we will all be 

proud. 

 



BeLoved Asheville, (reinstate) CPAC, Community Land Trust, BeLoved, Pisgah Legal, Word on the Street 

 

Outreach to community leaders should be the first step. Neighborhood watch associations. NAACP, APD 

and BCSD. These groups together should give a new city manager awareness of where to focus on 

community safety and well being 

 

communities, legislators, county, state and federal agency officials, City employees local civic leaders 

 

Really, they need to be able to work with everyone! The broader the better and not just the usual 

groups. Given the range of issues and topics the community is facing, I would say working and listening 

to Asheville's neighborhoods is at the top. They are the ones facing the most pressures from 

development, taxes, tourism, etc. and are the core of our community. 

 

Equity core team, obviously. All of the departments. 

 

All of them. 

 

works well with all city depts, no favorites, understands what makes each different 

 

Too many to adequately list here. Recommend holding a community partner forum to create a time and 

space for introductions and co-thinking. 

 

All Departments within the City of course. Collaborate with non-profits like Green Built Alliance, 

Riverlink, Greenworks, Mountain True, Asheville City schools, etc. Having great connections and 

collaboration with the County on countywide and regional issues highly important. Having good 

connections at the state level (and diplomacy skills) a plus since the City has had issues with DOT and the 

state wanting to remove city ownership of the water rights. 

 

Equity Core Team, Neighborhood Advisory Committee, Human Relations Commission, Asheville 

Downtown Assn, West Asheville Business Assn, CIBO, Residents' Council of HACA, County Staff, 

Developers, Affordable Housing Community. 

 

the black community, communities of color in general. I would say the committees that meet to discuss 

problems in our city like the Sustainability Committee and police oversite committee, but these folks 



who make up the committees are adamant that their voice doesn't matter/aren't listened to -so not 

really sure what to say about that. Listen to Beloved and Kairos and Greenworks and OUR voice - Listen 

to Schools and their needs and forward thinking ideas of the youth. Groups of the underserved. Any and 

all groups that focus on care for the earth and it's people through social and environmental justice. 

Connect with groups that focus on long term, environmentally sound, sustainable jobs that integrate 

social justice/workers rights groups instead of profit based motives such as demonstrated by the 

chamber of commerce 

 

Organized neighborhoods, City Boards and commissions 

 

In addition to chamber and downtown groups, I'd like our new City Manager to go on a neighborhood 

tour, meet with each neighborhood association during her/his first year. 

 

The new City Manager should make a point of talking, one-on-one, a healthy sampling of: 1) staff, 

including rank-and-file staff; 2) current and past members of the City's boards and commissions; and 3) 

members of civic groups that are actually working to solve problems - to both understand the City’s 

problems and challenges, and to get their opinions on how to actually solve the problems and how to 

change the culture to a “how can we help” sort of city government. 

 

Low-SES citizens, renters, people beyond the prototypical aging yuppies that serve on boards and 

commissions. 

 

It would be a great idea if the person would finally stay out of police business and run the rest of the 

City. City managers are not qualified and should not be running a police department. 

 

Too many to name! I think that the city manager should be open to coordinating with the abundance of 

non-profits that we have in town, especially those that are already doing some of the work that I would 

like to see the city do -- like Asheville Greenworks, Bountiful Cities, Riverlink, etc 

 

Work with Quentin Miller in the police dept. should connect with hood huggers and beloved Asheville. 

Also talk to public school teachers/officials 

 

Blue Horizons Project, Sierra Club, Mountain True, Shiloh Community Association 

 

hospital, unca, metropolitan planning organization, 



 

Capital Projects Teams, Budget Team, Finance Department leadre, Code of Ethics, equity Core team, 

Asheville Downtown Association. Tourism development Authority , Buncombe County Executive 

Management, Land of Sky Rgional Authority 

 

Boards and Commissions, Neighborhood Groups, Homeless Service Provider, Asheville Downtown 

Association, Asheville Residents neighbors. 

 

Although the City Manager is the CEO, tthat personn should also be more hands-on and provide 

guidance or oversight to Department Heads and also be more of a presence with all employees, to 

include the rank and file. The Individual City Manager should know what is going on with the leadership 

and general atmostsphere of each department. it would be nice to see fewer problems in the APD and 

HR Depts, and not feel like the water Dept. is always getting tthe shaft. 

 

The Shiloh Association, TEAM US,and all the black communities that are trying to better their 

communities 

 

The City Manager should be recognized as Asheville's admininstrative leader, and come in with an 

agenda to 'get done' and seek community input rather than avoid it. Should improve and utilize the 

Strategic Plan and report regularly on benchmarks for achievement. 

 

Asheville City Schools Foundation, neighborhood community leaders, churches and non-profit 

organizations, and large local or non-local corporations. 

 

Asheville Black Lives Matter, NAACP, BeLoved Asheville, Code for Asheville. The next City manager needs 

to build bridges between community groups and staff, creating an enviornment for productive 

collaboration where participation is respected and appreciated. 

 

CIMA, Beloved Asheville, BLM and Harm Reduction is Asheville 

 

every employee. don't just be a politician and high falutin' figurehead. get to know your employees and 

let them see you. everyone. 

 



City Council and its committees, APD, Equity & Inclusion office and related committee, Planning Dept., 

Housing Authority, ....... 

 

Code for Asheville; Black Lives Matter; Mgrs of public housing complexes 

 

The Superintendent came to staaff meetings to inspire the shared vision pretty reguarly. 

 

Everyone 

 

No groups/ stakeholders should be excluded; to walk the walk with Equility initiative, more energy 

attention should be given to under represented groups. 

 

 


